2002 honda accord tune up

Home Honda Accord Engine Tune-up. I have honda accord v6 it has miles what I need to change
if every thing is work normaly to keep up my car in a good shap Do you. Hello, Check our guide
below for tune up. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I have 2 questions. My Honda
dealership is always trying to get me to have "check-ups" for the car. Like 60,, 80, Are these
really necessary. They cost so much? Over dollars. And about a year ago I bought a set of tires
4 for my car since I would be traveling more, informed the dealer about traveling more. So he
said he put on tires for "performance". Well they seem to ride sort of rough and are loud. Very
annoying while driving is that normal? I have had the tires rotated and checked. On required
basis. Thanks for your help. Julygirl Was this answer. Hi there, Regular servicing is a good idea
but not mandatory and can be done by an independent work shop and not a dealer this will
reduce the cost, as for the tyres, if you feel that they are over noisy get a tyre retailer to drive
and advise you first hand. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. I am replacing my spark plugs but
can't get access to the plugs on the back side of the motor. The 3 on the front side of the motor
were easy. The plugs sit deep into the shaft and it is very difficult to get my wrench and long
socket into any posiiton where I can get to the 3 remaining spark plugs. Any suggestions? The
easiest way to access them is from under the car. If you don't have access to a rack, lift the car
high enough, use jack stands to make sure it is safe, and thentry to get them from under the car.
If you have access to a rack, it will make your life much easier because it still may be hard to
access them if you are on your back. There is no way to get to the plugs from under the car.
They are on the top side of the motor, close to the firewall. What does a tune-up contain, what
needs to be done? Let us know if you have more questions. Thanks Images Click to enlarge.
When sitting a stoplight and then accelerating when light is green car stalls them jerks before it
takes off. Rpm shoots from 1 to 3 or 4 Was this answer. Hi tdstrdi, Tuneup parts are usually
spark plugs only. However the plug wires, distributor cap and rotor should be checked as well.
Oil chage if necessary. From the symptom description, I doubt a tuneup would help. Symptoms
indicates a more likely ignition coil fault. My Accord burns lot of fuel and won't pick up speed.
What comes in major tuneup. Hi zafsyed, Did you do any repairs prior to this happening? No I
did not do any major repair since I bought my back in Hi zafsyed, Guess you would have to do a
major tune up and checking. Spark plugs, wire, distributor cap and rotor 2. Air filter. Fuel filter.
Valve adjustment 5. Timing belt? If it had not been replaced, it is long over due. Transmission
fluid. Thanks for your kind advise. Everything sounds good for major tuning, but what does
spark plugs, distributor wires and rotors do in fuel consumption? Plugs help ignite the fuel
when you start the car that's it. Hi zafsyed, If the spark plugs are not functioning well, it would
result in loss of power from which you would need to push harder on the accelerator and more
fuel would be injected. I can change tran gasket, oil filter, spark plugs, and air filter. Dealership
told me that I need to: flush out brake fluid and power steering fluid, how? My car runs okay,
what is necessary right now for a k Honda Accord tune-up? I can do some things if it's not too
heavy. Mechanic told me to change my AC filter so my exhaust won't smell so bad. Right now
just change the plugs, wires, fuel filter, air filter. Also depents on the condition the distr cap and
rotor. Succes with your tune-up, not so difficult Was this answer. Check the belts for wear and
cracking. Did they do the timing belt replacement yet? I wouldn't worry about flushing the
brakes and power steering. It is not about the exhaust but what it allows inside the cabin with
you. I am going to email you a section on the replacement of the filter for future reference when
and if you decide to do it. It also covers a lot of other areas as well. Good reference materials.
Bruce, I just joined the forum, and your post was one of the first that I read. I also have just
purchased the Honda Accord V6 and would like a copy of the reference materials that you
offered to email to the previous poster. It would be greatly appericiated. I have so many
questions about this car that I need the reference material to look at things before I can even
post a question on the forum. Also, I'm not sure if you can get my email from the forum info. If
not please respond to the post and I will post it as soon as I can. I would like to keep it private
however. Thanks for your time. Ranrex1 Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Easy step by step guide on how to tune up an automotive engine, though each engine
configuration is different the process is similar. Oil Pressure Switch? Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! The Honda Accord was first launched in ensuring lots of fans, and
plenty of tuning parts are around for it. There were a number of different engine choices ranging
from the a 1. On paper the 2. The 3 litre V6 engine also offers plenty of scope to the tuner which
produces brake horsepower in its standard form. The models are all noted for their impeccable
motorway manners and superb road holding ability thanks to the superb chassis and
suspension design. In the range was futher revised but for some reason the UK had a choice of
just two engines the 2 l and 2. The JDM Japanese Domestic Market had the Type R version
which still today is regarded by many to be the best front wheel drive car currently available.
This makes the JDM Honda accord on a popular choice with importers. Good suspension

tweaks that often enhance handling for the Accord include a couple of degrees negative camber
and Toe in for stability, or Toe out to improve cornering. It would also pay to improve the
brakes, by adding larger discs and or higher friction pads.. Drop the car by as much as 27mm 36 mm. Sadly with smaller engine sizes you are wasting your time spending money on
modifications, so if this applies to you get yourself an engine swap then apply the following
mods. This list of the stages and sports mods are usually carried out by our members, decide
how far you wish to go in your tuning project before you get started. Getting the best sports
upgrades for your planned usage of the car is a time and money saver. Stage 3 motor sport
parts just won't work well on the road and will make the car undrivable. You should keep as
much low end power as you can and aim for a wide power band across the rev range rather than
a narrow top end power hike. In this article we shall give your a good starting base to the best
modifications for your car, but we'd encourage you to spend some time on the site looking into
the details of each type of performance part. A fast road camshaft typically is one of the best
NASP power mods you can do with a single part fitted to your engine. The exhaust and intake
flow play a large part in your cars power band, but be careful here, getting this wrong can upset
the idle and make the car challenging to drive in traffic. You'd need to follow a camshaft
upgrade with other mods and finish with a performance chip for the best performance gains.
You will need to ensure that the engine is not starved of fuel so will need to pay attention to the
fuelling. Most power losses, and erratic idling after uprated kits are done can usually be traced
to fuelling or timing issues. To get sufficient fuel you may need to increase the injectors on your
engine. A fuel pump will only deliver a finite amount of fuel, so you may need to uprate this if
your injectors are demanding more fuel. Now we move on to the intake and exhaust and ensure
proper flow through the engine. Contrary to popular belief there is often a small power gain
reached by fitting an induction kit, they only become beneficial and are recommended after you
raise the engines power to the point where the standard air intake box cannot cope! Gas flowing
the head is also recommended again the Type R models are a already well machined and
optimized. Induction kits can work well on turbo engines and larger engines if supplied with a
suitable cold air feed or air box , generally though we'd just recommend for Accord engines you
should just fit a high performance panel air filter preferably made from cotton. Sports exhausts
will certainly help air flow from the engine but do not go too large or you could very well end up
with a reduced flow rate. So generally speaking, keep to 1. Head work including a gas flow
ported and polished and 3 or 5 angle valve job will really help to release the potential of the
engine. Never make false economies or ask a standard clutch to cope. The best mods that we
recommend for your Accord are Remapping or piggy back ecu, fast road cam and air intake and
exhaust. On NASP engines the benefits are doubtful. Adding forced induction will see
phenomenal power gains but this is usually too expensive to be cost effective. It is usually
cheaper to bolt on a supercharger than it is to install a turbo. Turbos give boost in increasing
proportion to rising engine speed and this can make mapping difficult. The nice directly
proportional boost and rpm characteristics of the supercharger make them simpler to map.
Alternatively you could add water injection to minimise knock. As alloy wheels are less heavy
they improve performance and they can help to cool the brake disks. Don't forget that your
choice of rubber greatly affects your cars grip and handling. It is not worth compromising
performance with cheap tyres when you can buy directional tread pattern performance tires.
The drawback to large rims on your Accord is that you're altering your effective final drive ratio
so this will have a detrimental effect on performance and acceleration. Due to this we would
advise sticking to a maximum wheel size of 18 inches, although we know some of our members
have gone larger than this with no problems. Please help us improve these tips by sending us
your feedback in the comments box below. We love to hear what our visitors have got up to and
which mods work best for them on each model of car. Comments are used to improve the
accuracy of these articles which are continually updated. Please share this page with your
friends on :. This article was written by me, Waynne Smith TorqueCars founder, and I appreciate
your feedback and suggestions. This entry was filed under Honda. You can leave a response
below or join our forum to discuss this article and car modification in detail with our members.
If you liked this page please share it with your friends, drop a link to it in your favourite forum or
use the bookmarking options to save it to your social media profile. Feedback Please use our
forums if you wish to ask a tuning question , and please note we do not sell parts or services,
we are just an online magazine. Name required. Mail not published required. Your Constructive
comments on this article. What are safe power making mods for a Honda Accord 2. They must
be cheap under 50 bucks. Honestly just spend the money on a cold air intake and get rid of your
whole stock intake system. I have a spectre cold air intake on my 94 accord non v tech and it
works great. Hi there, I am about to turn 18 and am planning on kitting out an accord, would it
be more worth it for horsepower to either engine swap it for a k series or a g23, or to just

completely redo the stock 2. With a better engine, those same mods will grant you much higher
gains because the engine has better potential. On the other hand, it might be worth it to tinker
and learn with the stock engine first to get a feel for things. Join our forum today and benefit
from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. You will also have full access to the
modifed car gallery, project car updates and exclusive member only areas. All car owners of all
ages and from all countries are welcome. Sign up now!!! Turbo tuning stage Aftermarket OEM
turbos upgrade kit. Read more Stage Remaps Stage 1,2,3 remaps and mods Read more Spray
art on cars from shows Read more Staying alert Read more Forza Horizon tuning Read more
This site uses cookies: Your use of this site implies acceptance of these,you can disable
cookies read more. Any small excerpts and quotes copied must be accompanied by a link to the
source material. We detect all unauthorised copyright material taken from our site the moment it
is picked up by the search engines using pattern matching tools. Use of this site: Please treat
the information on this site as purely speculative. Our content is protected by CopyScape. We
accept no responsibility for damage caused due to following a recommendation made on this
site or in the forum. It is your responsibility to check and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip
or other articles content with a qualified mechanic before undertaking work or following
instructions. Something suitable for one model of car may be completely unsuitable for another
- so we can only give generic theory. Please drive sensibly we do not endorse speeding or
racing on the public highway or driving recklessly or in a manner than could endanger life or
property. Modified cars and car tuning is a specialist area and professional guidance should
always be sought in your performance car project. Save racing for the track and keep the roads
safe. Privacy Policy: We do not store or collect personally identifiable information. Cookies are
used to track visitor behaviour enabling us to monitor and optimise the effectiveness of our
content, and to remember your preferences and settings on this site. Our advertising partners
may also use cookies in accordance with their respective privacy policies to provide adverts of
most interest to you based on sites you visit and search terms and collate interest based
statistics to do so. To read more on this and how to opt out click here All information held by us
is kept secure and confidential and will not be divulged to others. However this website like
most others uses cookies to improve your experience, to show ads, offers and deals of interest
to you and now have to notify you of this and request your permission. The cookies we need to
use, for example we need to see which pages people find useful in our analytics cookies, we
also need to remember your choices preferences and settings and make sure we don't show too
many of the same adverts. We won't know who you are personally or be able to track you after
your visit to our site. See adverts offers and special deals of interest to you by allowing our
trusted Google advertisers to use targeted interest based advertising cookies. Engine swaps
are popular on the Accord, and we have covered the following engines in detail. The modern
Accord Type R is considered by many to be the best front drive car available. Enjoy your
Accord to the max with our dependable modding tips - do the right mods in the right order. Help
us improve, leave a suggestion or tip Click here to cancel reply. Peter says:. March 11, at pm.
Brandon says:. May 4, at pm. Dakota Kellner says:. October 1, at am. Puck Man says:. December
2, at pm. Member Benefits Join our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling
and friendly car banter. Cookie Privacy Notice: Don't Worry! That's Ok Privacy policy : Choose
which cookies to accept here Settings. Close We are very selective over cookie usage and have
restricted permissions, you may choose to see personalised adverts, offers and deals by giving
permission to set non essential cookies below. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Is it tune-up time? If you're the type of driver who waits for something to go
wrong with your vehicle, now is the time to work on that habit, especially if you drive a Honda
Accord. Tune-ups give your engine a boost in efficiency, which can lead to lower emission
levels and better fuel economy. Your nearest Firestone Complete Auto Care location has several
options to choose from when it comes to Honda Accord engine tune-up services. The first is the
standard Firestone Tune-Up. A second service option replaces the air and fuel filter in your
Accord. Yet another service is a fuel system cleaning process, which involves removing
varnish, dirt, and carbon deposits that have built up inside the fuel injectors, throttle body, and
throttle plate in your Accord. Keep in mind that your Accord's mileage and maintenance history
can uniquely impact its tune-up needs. Take care of your vehicle and it'll take care of you. Click
on a service below to learn more about properly maintaining your Honda Accord. Check out
more info below about Honda Accord repairs. Tune in to tune up. Listen to your Accord and
schedule an engine tune-up at the first strange squeak, clunk, or click. Make an appointment
today. Replace spark plugs on time or about every 30, miles or so. What do I do if I see a pool of
liquid under my Honda Accord? Puddles could indicate that your vehicle is leaking coolant, oil,
or brake fluid. Ignoring these leaks can lead to permanent engine damage, so address these
symptoms ASAP with a tune-up service. What do hard starts and stops do to my Accord

engine? Lighten up that lead foot and opt for steady, fluid starts and stops instead. Your engine
and your passengers! Maintenance for Your Honda Accord Take care of your vehicle and it'll
take care of you. Schedule an Appointment. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: jdmpartsman Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See
all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Stockton, California, United States. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Ebay compability is for search
purpose only. Please review our interchange below, to verify proper fitment. Or email us for a
quick response. Tune Up Kit. Please read below before purchasing. Tracking numbers will be
emailed upon shipment. Most items ship the same business day. Interchange tables are for
American Market vehicles. Contact us to verify fitment on international vehicles. If you are
unsatisfied with your purchase for any reason, you may return your item s to us within 14 days
from the sale date for a refund. All electrical parts are non-refundable and non-returnable with
no exceptions. Please make sure any electrical parts are correct before purchasing. Buyers are
responsible for all shipping costs for returns. Please contact us before making any returns so
we can issue you a RMA number. Shipping costs are non-refundable under any circumstances.
Returned item s must be sent back in the same condition it was sent by the merchant and
received by Customer. We are not responsible if item gets lost during shipping. It is out of our
hands and is considered the post office responsibility. Any orders placed and paid during
Sundays or any US national holidays are considered placed on the next following business day.
We will issue and exchange or full refund if the incorrect item was shipped or your item is
received defective or if for any reason that you are nor satisfied with our product. If we in any
circumstances have a wrong price on an item and or item number is on a back-order and stock
is insufficient we reserve the right to issue a full refund. We will gladly send out Return
Shipping label to your email if in the case of a defective part or an error on our part such as the
incorrect item was shipped to you. Otherwise, we will not be held liable for return shipping cost.
Customer is responsible for all shipping cost. All return credits are processed within 10 days of
arrival, please allow up to 2 weeks form the date of the return shipment for a credit to be
processed. We combine shipping on the same item. If you need more items please let us know
and we will make a special listing for you. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a

review. Most relevant reviews. Fantastik Verry good cuality. Thanks X Previous image. Why is
this review inappropriate? This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to
anyone except the seller. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. I had my car tuned up a month ago. The very next day, on cold
start, the engine starts stuttering and the rpm got real low to the point where it almost shuts off.
On more than one occasion it did shut off. If I press the gas peddle, it revs properly. I thought I'd
give it some time to see if it got better, but it hasn't. Yesterday, in the middle of the day car had
been parked for 8 hours , on cold start it did it again 93 degrees outside, so it's not cold weather
dependent. It stuttered when I came to the stoplight, and so I put it in park to hit the gas peddle
and rev the engine to get it warmer. When I put it back into drive, it stuttered and shut off at the
light. It never stuttered prior to the tuneup. My Honda Accord V6 has a stuttering problem. It
only happens or is only noticeable when driving at a constant speed. It is most noticeable when
driving in the 45 - 55 mph range. It feels like the engine has millisecond breaks in power. And
this does not happen all the time. Some days, it drives just fine with no problems. It idles fine.
The problem is not noticeable, if there at all, during acceleration. One other piece of information
that might - or might not - be relevant is that the tachometer seems to be out of its mind. It
bounces all over the place up and down. I have had no luck getting a mechanic to diagnose the
problem. They claim the tach problem is totally unrelated. My Honda Accord miles would not
start this morning. It rained all night so I am going to remove plugs, wires, and cap to dry out.
The car was not choking or stalling yesterday, so I don't think it is a fuel issue i. I accidentally
left my sons Honda Accord EX engine running overnight for about 15 hours. He drove the car
and said most of the gas was gone and that the car was jerking while he was driving. Will the
car be fine? I have a Accord. The first time, I pulled over and shut it off, restarted it, and
everything was fine. A few weeks later, I took it for an oil change, and told the mechanic about
it. He checked for codes, but there were none. The next time it happened again on a rainy day
on the same 40 mile route , I shut it off, turned it on, and drove straight to the dealer. He said it
was 2. I check my oil regularly, so I was really surprised at that. I drove it home a couple of
miles , let it sit for an hour and checked the oil to find it full both times. I just had my Accord's
two front lower ball joints replaced, and - amazingly - the day I got it back, the ABS would kick in
when the car was braking from mph. Brought it back to the mechanic, who told me very sadly
after diagnosis that one of the ABS axle sensors had gone bad. I'm not terribly happy, and not
terribly convinced, and I thought hey - what better community to bounce this off of. How easy is
it to hose an ABS sensor when you're replacing ball joints? I did a standard tune up, Changing
the spark plugs, wires and distributor cap, but to no avail. Having reached the end of my
knowledge, I took it to the Honda dealership to see if they could fix it. They told me it was the
ignition coil, so I replaced the coil. That didn't solve the problem so I brought it back to the
dealership, which proceeded to tell me that I needed to use Honda spark plug wires and
distributor cap. They replaced the wires and cap with Honda parts and told me it was fixed. On
the drive home, I noticed the misfire again. Back to the dealership. Here's the list of things they
claim they tried: Compression Check Sea Foam Swapping fuel injectors Changing the
distributor After none of these things worked, I decided to take the car to another mechanic,
who told me that the distrubutor and EGR valve needed replacing. They assured me that that
was the problem, but after that didn't work, they still charged me to adjust the valves. Later I
tried changing the PCV valve, now losing hope that anything would work Strangely enough, as
winter rolled around the CEL went off, and the car misfired much less. Now summer is back,
and so is the CEL I change my oil in my car myself and I have been doing so for a while. Just
today I bought a 5 quart jug of Valvoline Synthetic Blend 5w on sale and a Purolator PureOne
filter also on sale, and the first time I've used that particular filter. I changed my oil like I always
did and put in 4. Now, here's my dilemma. I let the car sit for a while as I waxed, and rechecked
the oil and its low a tad bit higher than the lower mark on the dipstick. I feel like my car has a
bottomless oil pit. I do not want to add more oil than I need to, however I feel like if I added
enough oil to bring it to the upper mark it would take the whole darn 5-quart jug, if not more.
Whats going on here?! I've never seemed to notice this before. By the way, this is for a Honda
Accord 2. Cranks, but won't start. I spark tested 2 of the 6 cylinders and saw only 2 sparks and
no more each time I attempted cranking. They were strong, good looking sparks. AC, from
Advance Auto. I have a honda accord dx. We have had to get it fixed a few months ago. It had
something to do with the cooling system. Ran fine until recently. It ran hot. I pulled over. Let it
cool. Never happened again. I watch my temperature gauge and only drive it around town.
Today, I left it running for a short time while I picked up my son to keep the air conditioner
running. As I was walking out the door, I heard a loud pop and smoke started pouring out from

under the hood. I ran out and turned the car off immediately. I'm freaking out! I'm letting it cool
now. I haven't popped the hood yet. I've got a Accord with a 4-cylinder engine with 90,8xx miles.
For a while now, its been pretty rough and buzzy not as glass smooth as it once was. Nothing
seems out of the ordinary and everything seems fine otherwise, but just the other day, I stopped
at a red light and I couldn't feel the engine. I thought I stalled, but I looked at the gauges to see
that it was indeed running, but as smooth as melted butter It hasn't run like that since the car
was new! After making it back home, the car was back to its old rough and "buzzy" self. So, my
question is: Is there anything that I can do to return the engine to its glass-smooth idle? Its
been tuned up with new plugs, wires, rotor button, and cap, but all with oem parts too. I had
almost forgotten how nice and refined this car was! Transmission, not so good. Big question is
do I well, not me personally put in a re-built trans. This is one of three cars I own, but it gets
driven a lot. My Accord has recently been stalling on start-up, and I'm trying to figure out if it's
something I need to worry about. Here are more details: It only happens sporadically though
more frequently recently , and only after the car is warmed up. The car starts up fine, but then a
few seconds later the engine sputters and stalls. Second and third tries at starting it up are no
different still stalls. If I can get the car into gear and moving quickly enough before it has a
chance to stall , the car runs absolutely fine. I took it to my regular mechanic and they, of
course, were unable to reproduce the problem. They checked "everything" including starter and
fuel pump and said it all tested "normal". It's otherwise running perfectly well. I don't know a
whole lot about cars, but this seems like a fuel pump issue, right? Maybe it's only acting up
sporadically, which is why it tested normal at the shop? An added mystery that probably
doesn't have much to do with the problem, but that I find intriguing and would be perfect for
Tom and Ray! I can only remember 2 times that it's happened after being parked outside. My car
vibrates really bad when stopped and in drive. It does not vibrate in park or neutral. I took the
car into my local mechanic who replaced the spark plugs, idle air control valve, throttle body
gasket, charged me and it actually runs worse. The mechanic assigned to my car said he
couldn't feel it so just replaced what he thought might be causing this vibration. It took me a
day to calm down and take the car back and speak to the manager of the department who was
amazed at how bad the car vibrated. My Honda Accord feels like brakes apply themselves when
driving. Car slows down and brake pedal is really sensitive meaning it feels harder than usual
and easier to brake. Dont know if it is the brake master cylinder, brake booster or something
else. I have a accord with k miles that recently after a car wash and oil change, the oil pressure
light came on a stays on blinking. I took it to my mechanic and he put a manual pressure gauge
on and found that the oil pressure was normal. He changed the oil pressure sensor but the light
still is blinking. He believes that having the car washed, under body wash, might have shorted
out the harness. Been driving the car for a week and it seems fine, no noticeable difference in
performance or sounds coming from the engine. We took our car in for a regular oil change and
to get the 60K belt work done. While in the car they discovered that the transmission was
slipping and that we were missing one of the motor mounts. They did the belt work and the oil
change and then put some fluid in our car hoping that would buy us some time with our
transmission. To save us time and money they said we could wait a little while on the motor
mount. When I drove it home the whole car shifted and shook whenever we would come to a
stop and then it would shake while idling. I called our mechanic back and they said to bring it in
and that fixing the rear motor mount should take care of the problem. While back at the
mechanic for the motor mount they discovered that the transmission additive had not worked
and we needed a new one. We bought a rebuilt one and now we are still left with a car that
shakes when we are idling. We have had the car in two or three times after the transmission was
put in for them to try and fix the issue. They have done everything short of removing the engine
without any luck. Just to be sure they covered every possible angle, they just gave us new
spark plugs, ignition wires, distributor rotor, distributor cap and PCV valve, but it didn't seem to
do anything. The car shakes the most while idling in Drive, somewhat less in Park, somewhat
less than that in Neutral and not at all in Reverse. It seems to be even worse when stopped on a
downward slope. It has been several months of this and the shaking is incredibly annoying. Is
there anything else our mechanic could look into? I have an 02 accord SE. The last few times
that I have pumped gas the engine would not start until 10 minutes later. First time I turned the
key in the ignition there would be no sound, I tried again 2 minutes later and there would be a
little sound, next time I tried there would be a little rumble. I'd wait and try 10 min later and it
would start again It has happened the last 3 times I've pumped gas and only when I pump She
runs fine as far as I know. No major transmission problems, just a little slow going from 1st to
2nd and sticks just a tad when dropping down from 2nd to 1st. Here's the question: To Flush or
not to flush? Mechanic 1 told me to never flush a transmission after k miles; instead, he said, I
should take it to a specialist. Mechanic 2 said a flush would be fine. I have a Honda Accord,

manual transmission, k miles. When I reverse, turn the wheel all the way to the left or right, then
accelerate in reverse , I get a loud clunk from the front. I'm assuming it's something from the
front suspension, but I wanted to see what more knowledgeable minds thought. There's no
clunk when in forward or in reverse while the wheel is not turned. I have a Honda accord k This
summer the entire electrical system would briefly shut down. I could keep driving and the
engine never completely quit but it just blinked off and then back on. It seems to do it more in
hot weather. New user here with a newbie question. I had my car tuned up a month ago. The
very next day, on cold start, the engine starts stuttering and the rpm got real low to the point
where it almost shuts off. On more than one occasion it did shut off. If I press the gas peddle, it
revs properly. It stuttered when I came to the stoplight, and so I put it in park to hit the gas
peddle and rev the engine to get it warmer. When I put it back into drive, it stuttered and shut off
at the light. It never stuttered prior to the tuneup. My mechanic seems to have no idea why. Any
thoughts? You can check for this by using your left foot for applying the brake pedal while at
the same time using your right foot to slightly apply the gas pedal when stopping. If doing this
prevents the engine from stuttering and stalling focus on the IAC valve. Thanks for the insight,
Tester. Any idea why this might manifest as an issue immediately after a tuneup, though?
Perhaps, but it seems too much of a coincidence to me. Could it have anything to do with faulty
or loose replacement spark plugs? Anyone else with any other ideas? If there were a problem
with the spark plugs it would cause a misfire, which would cause the Check Engine light to
come on. This actually might have something to do with the tune up. On many transverse V6
engines, you have to remove the plenum to get to the rear plugs. I just picked up the car from
the mechanic. They had it for the day to see if they could replicate the problem, but were unable
to. I will try Tester 's suggestion tomorrow morning when the engine is cooler. I will also try
listening for hissing with the hood open if it starts stuttering tomorrow. The check engine light
is not on, though. Any suggestions on where to buy the part? I advise you to buy locally, in
case there is a problem with the part. It will be easier to deal with a real live counter person,
versus a faceless entity on the other end of the line. He has a See if any vacuum lines or hoses
are obviously broken, or disconnected I would also clean the throttle body. Carb cleaner works
great for this This actually might have something to do with the tune up. By the way. Exactly
what maintenance was done at first? I purchase from RockAuto all the time. If you own a Honda
Accord , then you're probably curious about the manufacturer-recommended Honda Accord
maintenance schedule. The easiest way to find this information is in your owner's manual;
however, since the newer Honda Accord models have an electronic "Maintenance Minder"
system in the dash, the manual isn't entirely clear about exact intervals for suggested
maintenance. If you look in your Honda Accord manual for the maintenance schedule, you'll
probably discover a "Maintenance Minder" chart that details which service items you should
have completed on the car if specific symbols show up in your dash display. The car computer
has the suggested maintenance schedule programmed right in, so that when it's time for
specific service items, you'll see a lighted symbol as a reminder to take your car in. However,
not everyone prefers to follow the exact maintenance schedule, and other people prefer
scheduling their auto servicing using their own calendar system. The guidelines below are a
general overview of recommendations from the manual, as well as a collection of
recommendations from auto hobbyists in Honda Accord forums across the Internet. Since low
oil can have a disastrous effect on your car's engine, you'll need to check that level even more
often. Following the guidelines below of items to check but not necessarily change , you can
rest assured that you have all of your bases covered:. The following mileage marks are when
you should have these items changed, replaced or checked. Do these maintenance items when
this mileage shows up on your Accord's odometer. Even though all of the items above are
general recommendations for most Honda Accords, make sure to check the needs for your
specific model. The best place to do that is at the Honda Owner Link website. This is a free
service offered by Honda where you can get the full Honda Accord maintenance schedule for
your model, check for recalls , and download a free copy of your owners manual. The Honda
Owner Link site is a valuable resource for anyone who owns a Honda, and it's absolutely free.
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